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Abstract 
Kronheimer, E.H., The topology of digital images, Topology and its Applications 46 (1992) 
279-303. 
A fenestration of the topological space S is a collection of disjoint open sets whose union is dense 
in S. Every fenestration g determines a digitalization of S-a rule for assigning a partition (A, B) 
of g to each partition (P, Q) of S-and a family of quotient spaces of S, called grids, each of 
which contains 8 as a discrete subspace. The embedding of 8 in a grid allows topological 
properties of P and Q (modelling an object and its background) to be deduced from the attributes 
of the discrete sets A and B (modelling their digital images in an array of binary picture elements 
represented by 8). 
A grid is a trace space: a space with a dense set of isolated points. The paper uses the properties 
of such spaces to develop the elements of a topology of digital images. 
Keywords: Digital topology, digitalization, fenestration, filter space, grid, homotopy, lower semi- 
continuous decomposition, primitive space, trace space. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class: Primary 54F65; secondary 54B15, 68UO5. 
Introduction 
A basic component of digital image analysis, to which various more complex 
procedures can in principle be reduced, is the representation of a set P in a 
topological (generally Euclidean) space S by a set A in a discrete space E, where 
typically P is identified as an object to be analyzed and E models an array of on/off 
picture elements. Given the set A representing P, one takes its complement B = E\A 
as representing the set Q = S\P, though in consequence the way in which B represent 
Q may differ from that in which A represents I? 
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Reformulating this, we take a digitalization of S to be a rule which assigns to 
each member (P, Q) of some class of admissible pairs of complementary sets in S 
a pair (A, B) of complementary sets in E. Call P and Q the “subjects” and A and 
B their “digital images”. The decoding problem with which we shall be concerned 
is that of recovering topological information about the subjects from these images. 
Obviously no recovery of topological information is possible until E has been 
equipped with a structure-call it a “decoding structure”-which relates it in some 
way to the topology of S. Such a structure may be chosen pragmatically, as it is, 
for example, in Rosenfeld’s “digital topology” [ 13-15, lo] or in the theory developed 
by Khalimsky, Kopperman and Meyer [7,8,11]. But one can also specify a decoding 
structure by choosing a model for the procedure which determines the digitalization; 
and this is the course we follow here. 
The model we use-which, together with the consequent theory, will be presented 
in more general terms than suggested by the motivating context-is obtained by 
assigning to each element e E E an open subset of S, which we call a “window” 
and can construe as the receptive field of an object-responsive sensor associated 
with e (Section 1). As subjects we admit regular open and regular closed sets. Two 
possible definitions of “digital image” then present themselves; and we attach one 
to the image of an open and the other to the image of a closed subject, to yield 
complementary images in E from complementary subjects in S. With this choice of 
definitions, the class of all open subjects with a given digital image has a largest 
member and the class of all closed subjects with a given image has a smallest 
member: we call these the “reconstructed” subjects. It is about the properties of 
the reconstructed subjects that the digital images afford information; and they will 
do so differently for open and for closed subjects. 
In the specific form of the model developed in some detail in this paper, the 
windows constitute what will be called a “fenestration”: a collection of disjoint 
open sets whose union is dense in S (Section 2). The canonical example is the 
obvious fenestration of Euclidean n-space by open unit n-cubes. This fenestration 
yields the decoding structure underlying Rosenfeld’s theory; and, when n = 2, for 
instance, the conditions for a digital image to have respectively a connected open 
and a connected closed reconstruction correspond to what Rosenfeld calls “4- 
connectedness” and “8-connectedness” (Example 9.9). 
Every fenestration of S determines a family of quotient spaces of S, to be called 
“grids”, in each of which E is embedded as a dense discrete open subspace and 
which can each serve as a decoding structure on E (Section 2). Every such family 
has a unique member which is-in a natural sense-minimal (Section 4). It is 
convenient to prove this and a number of other results by considering the general 
class of “trace spaces”: topological spaces containing a dense set of isolated points 
(Section 3). 
The minimal grid determined by the canonical fenestration is homeomorphic to 
the space K” used in the Khalimsky-Kopperman-Meyer theory (Examples 2.2); 
and this space is semiregular (Section 4). Any semiregular minimal grid can be 
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construed as a collection of filters on E carrying an inherent Wallman-type topology, 
or-if (as in the canonical case) the fenestration is locally finite-as simply a 
collection of finite subsets of E, with a topology determined by the partial ordering 
c (Sections 7 and 8). 
Semiregular minimal grids determined by locally finite fenestrations are examples 
of what will be called “primitive” spaces. In Sections 9 and 10 we establish that 
(assuming the windows of the fenestration are connected sets) a primitive grid 
determines a one-to-one correspondence between the connected components of a 
reconstructed subject and what it is natural to identify as the “components” of its 
digital image. In Section 11 we show that under additional assumptions one can 
recover, from these components of the image, the homotopy groups of the com- 
ponents of the reconstructed subject. The machinery used here is essentially that 
employed by McCord in [12] and Kong and Khalimsky in [9]. 
The author wishes to record his gratitude for helpful conversations and much 
good advice to Yung Kong, Peter Kronheimer, Ernest Michael, Alan Pears, Arthur 
and Dorothy Stone, Dona Strauss and (particularly) Ralph Kopperman and Paul 
Meyer, and to acknowledge his debt for an improved text to a most constructively 
critical referee. 
1. Digital images 
A disposition of windows in a topological space S is a family of open subsets of 
S (the windows), indexed by a set whose members are called picture elements. Given 
such a disposition ( We)eSE and a subset 0 of S, we put 
Im”(O)={eEEl W,nO#@}, Im”(O)={eEEl W,c O}; 
and call Im”(0) the outer and Im”(0) the inner image of 0 in E. If P and Q are 
complementary sets in S, then ImA and Im”(Q) are complementary sets in E. 
We can extend the usual meaning of the terms “regular open set” and “regular 
closed set” by calling any subset of a topological space a regular set [ 81 if its closure 
is the closure of its interior and its interior is the interior of its closure. Note that 
the interiors, closures and complements of regular sets are regular sets. 
Regularity is clearly an acceptable restriction to place on sets modelling objects 
capable of digital representation. Evidently, moreover, all regular sets with the same 
closure (or-equivalently-the same interior) should be expected to model the same 
object; and indeed all such sets have the same outer and the same inner image. It 
is consequently sufficient to restrict our attention to the images of regular sets in S 
which are either open or closed; and in fact we shall always consider the outer 
images of regular open and the inner images of regular closed sets. Accordingly, 
we will use subject to mean either a regular open or a regular closed set and use 
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the digital image of an open subject to mean its outer and the digital image of a closed 
subject to mean its inner image.‘*2 
Let P be an open and Q a closed subject. The two sets 
P^=S\(U{WI eE E and Pn W,=O})-, 
Q”=(U{W,(eEE and QI W,})- 
are respectively the largest open subject and the smallest closed subject with the 
same digital images Im^( P) and Im” (Q) as P and Q; and if P and Q are complemen- 
tary sets, so are PA and Q”. We shall call PA and Q” the reconstructions of P and 
Q from their digital images. 
In any topological space, we call the interior of the closure of a set H the 
consolidation of H and write it Hf. Note that (H+)+ = H+ for any H, that Hf 2 H 
if H is open, and that Ht = H if and only if H is regular and open. Also, for any 
family of sets (Hi), we have U (H’) c (U Hi)+ and n (HT) 1 (n Hi)+. 
From the observation that any closed set which contains an open set W also 
contains W+ it follows that replacing each window by its consolidation affects 
neither the digital images nor the reconstructions determined by a particular disposi- 
tion. More generally, we define two dispositions of windows ( Ue)eEE and ( Vf)rtF 
in the same space S to be equivalent if there exists a bijection 4 : E + F satisfying 
u: = I$&, for every e E E. Thus equivalent dispositions have corresponding picture 
elements and determine the same reconstruction of any subject from its digital image. 
2. Fenestrations and grids 
A fenestration of the space S is a collection of disjoint nonempty open sets whose 
union is dense in S. Given a space S and a fenestration 8 of S, we shall always 
take S to be equipped with the disposition of windows ( U)uta obtained by letting 
8 index itself. Thus each member of a fenestration of S is both a window in S and 
a picture element. 
If ‘27 is a fenestration, the expressions for the reconstructions of an open subject 
P and closed subject Q from their digital images in 8 take the form 
P^=(lJ{WJ WEIm’(P)})+ and Q” = (U { WI WEIm”(Q)})-. 
Conversely, if ~2 and 93 are any two subsets of $ the sets 
(U{Wl WE&})+ and (l__J{Wl WEB})- 
’ If we take the window indexed by the picture element e as modelling the scope of a sensor which 
alerts e to the presence of an object, then it follows from the two definitions of “digital image” that the 
choice between using open and using closed subjects to model objects is the choice between a model 
with maximally and a model with minimally object-responsive sensors. 
* If S is not a connected space and the windows are not connected sets, then a set in S which is both 
open and closed may have different digital images as an open and as a closed subject. 
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are respectively open and closed subjects with digital images ti and 93; and each 
is its own reconstruction. It follows that every set of picture elements-now identified 
with a collection of windows-determines, as the consolidation or closure of the 
union of those windows, a reconstructed subject of which it is the digital image. 
A regular fenestration is one whose members are regular open sets. If 8 is a 
fenestration of S, so is the collection ‘FZreg = {U+ 1 U E E}, which we shall call the 
reguhzrization of 8. Two fenestrations are equivalent if they have the same regulariz- 
ation; equivalent fenestrations therefore determine equivalent dispositions of win- 
dows. We let [E] denote the equivalence class of 8. 
Examples 2.1. The canonical fenestration of R” (n 2 1) is the collection &Y,, of open 
unit n-cubes with vertices in Z”. 
The Cantorfenestration of the interval [0, l] is the collection 9 of open middle- 
thirds the complement of whose union is the Cantor set. 
Both %,, and ,$ are regular. The fenestration of a closed 2 x 2 square in R2 by 
four open unit squares is not: on regularization each window accretes two open 
edges and a vertex. 
A decomposition of a topological space S is a partition of S equipped with its 
quotient topology. The decomposition A is lower semicontinuous if the natural map 
of S onto A is open: equivalently, if, whenever G is an open set in S, so is the 
union of all members of A which intersect G. A pseudogrid on S is a decomposition 
of S which contains a (necessarily unique) fenestration of S; if, in addition, the 
decomposition is lower semicontinuous, we shall call it a grid. 
Given a fenestration ‘8 of S, we shall call any grid containing a fenestration 
equivalent to 8 an [%‘I-grid and one which contains Z itself an ‘Z-grid. The grid 
obtained by decomposing S into the windows of 8 and all one-point sets not 
contained in any window is called the trivial E-grid. 
Examples 2.2. Let Z?n be the canonical fenestration of R”. The canonical grid on R” 
is the %,-grid defined by partitioning R” into the one-point subsets of L” and the 
open unit k-cubes (1 c k G n) with vertices in Z”. This grid is homeomorphic to K”: 
the n-fold product of the Khalimsky space K obtained by giving the integers the 
topology generated by the subbase consisting of all sets of the form {2r, 2r + 1,2r + 2) 
[6,71. 
If 2 is the Cantor fenestration of [0, 11, the trivial $-grid is called the Cantor 
grid. There are no other 9-grids. 
Theorem 2.3. Let A be an E-grid on S and T : S + A the natural map. Then a-‘( Ve’) 
is the open and n-l( We) the closed subject reconstructed from the digital image Ce in 8. 
Proof, By definition K’( %) = U {T 1 T E %}, for every subset % of A. If %? is either 
open or closed-in particular if ‘3’~ g-then rP1( %-) = r-‘( %)- and Y’( Vi”‘) = 
K’(V)‘“‘; whence F’( %:‘) = F’( %)‘. 0 
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3. Trace spaces and projections 
Let X be a topological space. If the set of isolated points 
Xn={xEXI{x} is open in X} 
is dense in X, we shall call it the truce of X and X itself a truce space. If A is a 
subset of the trace space X, we call the set A’ = An X0 the trace of A in X. Every 
pseudogrid A on S is a trace space: its trace is the fenestration of S contained in A. 
Recall that a To space is one in which, of any two points, at least one has a 
neighbourhood which does not contain the other. A space is locally jinite if every 
point has a finite neighbourhood.3 
Theorem 3.1. Every 1ocallyJinite To space is a trace space. 
Proof. If N is the smallest neighbourhood of a point x, then N\(x) must be a 
neighbourhood of each of its members; and the result follows by induction on the 
size of N. 0 
If e : E + X is an open dense embedding of a discrete space E in a topological 
space X, then X must be a trace space with trace e(E). We shall call such an 
embedding a truce structure on E and refer to it as “locally finite”, “Hausdort?“, 
etc. if X has these properties. Two trace structures e, e’ on E are isomorphic if 
e’= h 0 e for some homeomorphism h. 
Theorem 3.2. Every dense embedding of a discrete space in a T, space is a trace structure. 
Proof. Let e : E -+ X be such an embedding and u E e(E). Choose an open set U 
such that U n e(E) = {u}. Then U\{ u is open and does not intersect e(E); so } 
U = {u}. It follows that e is open. 0 
Example 3.3. To see that “T,” cannot be weakened to “T,,” in Theorem 3.2, take 
X to be the half-open interval [0, l[ with the topology {[0, a[ 10~ a s 1) and put 
E = (0) and e(0) = 0. 
By a trace projection-or, more briefly, a projection-we shall mean a continuous 
open surjection of a topological space onto a trace space. If A is a grid on S, the 
natural map S+ A is a projection; conversely, if p is a projection on S, the 
decomposition S/p determined by its fibres is a grid. 
Let X and Y be trace spaces. A projection f of X onto Y must map X0 onto 
Y”. If in addition the restriction off to X0 is injective, we shall call f a structural 
projection. Note that if f: X + Y is a structural projection and e : E + X is a trace 
structure, then f 0 e : E + Y is a trace structure. 
3 Finite subsets of a locally finite space are not, under this definition, required to have finite closures. 
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Let p : S + X and q : S + Y be two projections. We write q up (or q is smaller 
thanp) to mean that there exists a (necessarily unique) structural projectionf: X + Y 
such that q =fop. Observe that any function f satisfying q =fop is a structural 
projection provided its restriction to X0 is injective; moreover, if S is itself a trace 
space and q (and therefore p) is structural, even this proviso is not needed. If 
p < q <p, then q = h 0 p for some homeomorphism h and we call p and q isomorphic 
projections, 
If A,, A, are grids on S and T,:S+A,, v2 : S + A, are the natural maps, we will 
write A, G A2 to mean that vi G n2; so-considered as coverings of S-the larger 
grid refines the smaller. If A, G A 2, then each open set in S belonging to A, contains 
precisely one open set belonging to A,; while each nonopen set belonging to A, is 
a union of nonopen sets belonging to A>. 
4. Minimal trace spaces 
Lemma 4.1. Let p(x) = p(y), where p is a structural projection on X, and let u E X0. 
Then x E {u}- if and onZy ify E {u}-. 
Proof. Let x E {u}- and V be an open neighbourhood of y. Then p-‘(p( V)) is an 
open neighbourhood of x and therefore contains {u}. It follows that the open set 
V n p-‘( p( u)) is nonvoid and so contains a point of Xc, which-since p is injective 
on X0-must be u. So y E {u}-. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Ifp and q are structuralprojections on X, there exists a structuralprojection 
r on X such that, whenever p(x) =p(y) or q(x) = q(y), then r(x) = r(y). 
Proof. For U c X, write p-‘(p( U)) = P(U) and q-‘(q( U)) = Q(U); and define 
R(U) to be the union 
P(U) ” C?(U) u P(Q( U)) u Q(P( LJ)) u P(Q(P( V)) u. . . . 
Then x’={R({x})lx~X} is a decomposition of X; let r: X + X’ be the natural 
map. The map r is open if R takes open sets to open sets; and this holds for R 
since it holds for P and Q. If u and u are isolated points and r(u) = r(v), there 
exists a finite set {x,, . . . , x,}= X such that any two successive members of the 
sequence u, x,, . . . , x,, u have the same image either under p or under q. Since u 
is a closure point of {u} but of no other open one-point set, the same holds (by 
repeated application of Lemma 4.1) for V; whence u = u. Therefore r is a structural 
projection. 0 
Lemma 4.3. On every trace space X there exists a structural projection smaller than 
all other structural projections on X. 
Proof. Let X be a trace space. We construct a decomposition X0 of X by identifying 
two points of X if and only if they have the same image under some structural 
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projection on X. That this is a well-defined equivalence relation follows from Lemma 
4.2. We shall show that the natural map r : X +X,, is open and therefore clearly a 
structural projection. 
Let U be an open subset of X and put V= r-‘(rU)). Let x E K Then r(x) = r(u) 
for some u E U; so (by definition) the points x and u have the same image under 
some structural projection 4 on X. The set q-l(q( U)) contains the point x and is 
open (since q is open). But it is a subset of V: for, if y E q-‘(qU)), then q(y) = q(v) 
for some u E U, whence r(y) = I( U) E r(U), so y E V Therefore V is a neighbourhood 
of x. Thus V is open, and hence so is r. 
Now let p be any structural projection on X. Since p(x) =p(x’) always implies 
r(x) = r(x’), there exists a function s such that s 0 p = r, which implies that p 2 r. 0 
We call a projection minimal if it is isomorphic to every smaller projection. One 
readily verifies that, in order to prove that a structural projection is minimal, it is 
sufficient to show that it is isomorphic to every smaller structural projection; so, by 
Lemma 4.3, there exists on every trace space X a minimal structural projection r 
which is smaller than any other structural projection on X and hence is (to within 
isomorphism) the only minimal structural projection on X. It follows that, if p is 
any projection onto X, the composition r 0 p is a minimal projection (unique to 
within isomorphism) smaller than p. 
We shall call a trace space X0 minimal if some (and hence every) projection onto 
X,, is minimal, or, equivalently, if every structural projection on X0 is a homeomorph- 
ism. Then Lemma 4.3 becomes: 
Theorem 4.4. On every trace space there exists a structuralprojection (unique to within 
isomorphism) onto a minimal trace space. 
Applying the definition of minimal trace spaces to grids, a minimal grid on S is 
just a minimal member (in the usual sense) of the set of all grids on S with respect 
to the partial ordering <. It follows from the theorem that for every g-grid A on 
S there exists a unique minimal grid Amin smaller than A, whose elements are the 
fibres of any minimal projection smaller than the natural map S + A. What we shall 
now show is that A,,,-which we shall call the minimalization of A-depends only 
on the equivalence class [E] of 8. 
Lemma 4.5. Let A be an g-grid on S. Then the consolidation in S of any member of 
8 is a union of members of A. 
Proof. Let WE ZC Since W+ is open in S, so too (since A is lower semicontinuous) 
is the union U of all the members of A which it intersects. But W+ can intersect 
no member of 8 other than W; so U = Lu W, where L is a union of members of 
A\ ‘6’. Hence L\ W- = U\ W- is an open set which intersects no member of 8 and 
so is empty. Thus Lc W-; whence W+c Lu W+c W-. But Lu W+= Uu W+ is 
open: therefore Lu Wt = Wt. Hence W+ = U. 0 
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Theorem 4.6. The partial ordering s of the grids on S relates an [ 8]- and an [ 8’1-grid 
only if [ ‘8]= [S’]. For each [ 81, the set of all [ ‘ZZ]-grids has a smallest member, which 
is the minimal 8,,,-grid. 
Proof. It follows from the lemma that, given an g-grid A on S, the collection 
consisting of (i) the consolidations of the members of g and (ii) all members of A 
not contained in any set belonging to (i) is an ‘Zr,,-grid dreg smaller than A. (To see 
that A,.._ is lower semicontinuous, observe that the family of members of dreg which 
intersect a set G is obtained from the family of members of A which intersect G 
by replacing some sets by larger open sets.) Since ( greJreg = greg, every grid smaller 
than A,,,-in particular A,i,--is an Ereg- grid. If we write AT for the trivial g-grid, 
then A s AT and (AT)_s A’; so-since AT has only one minimalization-we must 
have Amin = ((AT),,,),i,* But (A’),,, is just the trivial 8’_-grid; and it follows that 
A,i, is completely determined by greg and hence by [ %‘I. 0 
Any minimal trace space X is a T,, space: for if two points in X have the same 
neighbourhoods, the decomposition of X which identifies only these two is lower 
semicontinuous. Consequently, if a minimal trace space is a regular space-in the 
usual sense, that each neighbourhood of a point p contains a closed neighbourhood 
of p-then it is Hausdorff. There is a partial converse. 
Lemma 4.7. Every Hausdorff trace space is minimal. 
Proof. Suppose X is a Hausdorff trace space and p : X + Y is a structural projection 
such that p(h) =p(k), where h # k. Choose disjoint neighbourhoods U, V of h, k. 
Since U’, Vu are disjoint, so are p( U”), p( VU). If y E p( U)“, then {y} is open; so 
p-‘(y) n U contains a point of X0; whence y E p( U’). Similarly p( V)‘= p( Vu). 
But p(U) np( V) is open and nonempty and must therefore intersect Yn: a contra- 
diction. Cl 
Combining this lemma with Theorem 3.2, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.8. Every dense embedding of a discrete space in a Hausdorff space is a 
minimal trace structure. 
Recall that a topological space is semiregular if its regular open sets constitute a 
base for its topology. Clearly all regular spaces are semiregular. We shall be 
particularly interested in minimal trace spaces which are semiregular, but which in 
general are not Hausdorff and not, therefore, regular. 
Examples 4.9. We list first a number of locally finite (or finite) grids. 
Let 8, be the canonical fenestration of Iw”. The minimal %,-grid is the canonical 
grid on R” (Examples 2.2). 
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Let Kex be the set of interiors of a collection of geometrically regular open 
hexagons tesselating the plane. This is a regular fenestration of R2; and the minimal 
8,,,,-grid A consists of the hexagons, their open edges and their vertices (as one-point 
sets). We can of course obtain what is, to within a homeomorphism, the same 
minimal grid by starting from any topologically equivalent tesselation: for example, 
a tesselation of lQ* by 2 x 1 rectangles centred on those points (m, n) E z2 for which 
m + n is even. If, on the other hand, we choose one edge of one of the hexagons-call 
it G-and define a new decomposition of R2 by omitting from A all one-point sets 
and replacing each open edge parallel to L by its closure, we obtain a pseudogrid 
which is homeomorphic, not to A, but to the canonical grid on R2. 
Let D2 be an open circular disc, centre p, in R2. The fenestration 8 = {U, V, W}, 
consisting of three open 120”-sectors, is regular; and the minimal g-grid is the 
decomposition 0, = {U, V, W, I, J, K, P} of D*, where P = {p} and 1, J, K are the 
three open radii respectively contained in V-n Wm, Wp n l_-, Urn n VP. Its 
topology is generated by the base 
{{U, {V, { W), {v, W 0, { W u, J), {L! Y K), {U, v, W 4 4 K PH. 
This example generalizes in the obvious way to a grid 0, on an open ball or 
(n - 1)-simplex in IW+‘, consisting of 2” - 1 points, of which n are isolated. 
The pseudogrid on D2 obtained by identifying all points not in one of the windows 
U, V, W-that is, the decomposition {U, V, W, I u J u K u P}-is homeomorphic 
to the dense subspace 0; = { U, V, W, P} of O,, which has the base 
{{U}, { V}, {W}, {U, V, W, P}}. To within a homeomorphism, this pseudogrid is 
obviously a minimal grid on the space D2\( I u Z u J). Perhaps less obviously, it is 
also homeomorphic to a minimal grid on D* itself; for D* contains three disjoint 
connected open sets the complement of whose union is the boundary of each of 
them [5, § 3-8].4 
All the preceding examples of minimal grids are semiregular. That semiregularity 
is insufficient to ensure minimality is shown by the grid obtained by partitioning 
R2 into the four sets: {reals} x {positives}, {reals} x {negatives}, {rationals} x {zero}, 
{irrationals} x {zero}. The minimalization of this is the semiregular grid 0,. 
To see that not every minimal grid is semiregular, consider the trivial g-grid on 
the subspace 0: = U u Vu W u H u P of D2, where H = {i} and i is the midpoint 
of Z, and where g is again the regular fenestration {U, V, W}. This is the only-and 
hence the minimal-%-grid; its topology has the base 
i(U), 1 V1, { W1, { v, W H1, {U, v, w, PI>. 
It is not semiregular, since {U, V, W, P}- IJ {V, W, H}.’ 
The prototype of a semiregular minimal trace space which is not locally finite is 
the space w = (0, . . . , l/3, l/2, l} with the usual topology. 
4 Replacing D2 by the complex plane, a more easily pictured example-see, for instance, [3, Fig. 
14.10]-of three disjoint open (but not connected) sets with this property is provided by the basins of 
attraction of the fixed points of the function f(z) = (2z3 + 1)/3z*. 
5 For an instance of a nonsemiregular minimal grid on a manifold, see Examples 6.6. 
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As the Cantor grid of Examples 2.2 is the only $-grid, it is certainly minimal. It 
is semiregular and T, , but not Hausdorff. The subspace obtained from the grid by 
deleting each set {x} for which x is an endpoint of a window is a semiregular 
Hausdorff (and hence minimal) trace space. 
The nonminimal trace space {p, q} u N-where p and q are distinct and not in 
N-whose topology consists of all subsets of F+J and all co-finite sets containing either 
p or q, shows that “Hausdorff” cannot be weakened to “T,” in Lemma 4.7 or 
Theorem 4.8. 
A small modification of a classical construction provides an example of a Haus- 
dorff trace space which is not semiregular. We take the closed half-plane {(x, y) 1 y 2 
0} and give it the topology generated by all sets which are either of the form {(x, y)} 
with y > 0 or of the form 
G={(x,y)l(x-a)*+y*<~*,y>0}u{(a,0)}, UEIR,C>O. 
Note that the closure of G contains the open set 
G u {(x, 0) 1 a - c < x < a + c}; 
so that G is not a regular set. 
Finally, to see that not every semiregular Hausdorff trace space is regular, take 
the subset 
X={(x,y)l-1<x<1,0<y<1}u{(1,0),(-1,0)} 
of the plane and equip it with the topology generated by all sets of one of the 
following four forms: 
(i) {(x, Y)], O<IxI<l,O<y<l, 
(ii) {(l,O)}u{(x,~)lO<x<l,O<~<h}, O<h<l, 
(iii) {(-l,O)}u{(x,y)l-l<x<O,O<y<k}, O<k<l, 
(iv) {(x,y)Ix*+(y-b)*<c*}nX, O<b<l,O<c<l. 
This example is a variant of a modification by Steen and Seebach [16, p. 1001 of a 
space attributed by Hewitt [4] to Arens. 
5. Some lemmas on trace spaces 
Lemma 5.1. For any subset P of a truce space, PO = (P+)’ = (P-)‘. 
Proof. Neither P-\P nor P-\P’ can contain any isolated points. c3 
Lemma 5.2. Let X be a trace space and A, B, C be subsets of X0. Then: 
(i) (XO\A)+ = X\A-, (X’\A)- = X\A+; 
(ii) (B n C)’ = B+ n C’. 
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Proof. Put D = X’\A. Since D- =) X\A- and X\A- is open, we have D+ 1 X\A-. 
On the other hand, X\ D+ is closed and contains X’\(D’)’ = Xn\Do = A; so 
X\D+ =I A-. This proves (i). Applying (i) twice, we find (Bn C)‘= 
(XO\(X”\(B n C)))’ = X\((XO\B) u (X”\C))) = B+ n c+. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let U, P be subsets of a trace space and U be open. Then 
(i) Ucc PO ifand only if UC P-; 
(ii) (U”)-= U; 
(iii) LJ’ c PO zf and only zf Uf c P+; 
(iv) (U’)+ = U+. 
Proof. Suppose U g P-. Then (X\ P-) n U is open and nonempty and therefore 
intersects X0: that is, X\P- intersects U’. Hence UC@ PO. Conversely, if there 
exists u E U”\Po, then u E U and {u} is a neighbourhood of u which fails to 
intersect P; so U-g P-. To prove (ii), put P = U” in (i). (iii) and (iv) follow at 
once if we observe that U+c P+J U+c P-j U-c (U’)) c P-. 0 
Corollary 5.4. Let P be a subset of the trace space X. Then 
P’=IJ{UcXIUisopenand U”=Po}; 
so an open set in X is regular zfand only if it contains every open set with the same trace. 
Proof. P’=u{UIU open and U-cP_}=u{UIU open and U”cP”}c 
U{UuP’IUopenand U”cP’}clJ{VIVopenand Vn=PO}cU{VIVopen 
and Vu c P”} = Pt. 0 
Corollary 5.5. Let U be an open and V a regular open set in a trace space. Then 
PC vu =3 ucv. 
Proof. U”c V’JU-c V-*LJc U+c V+= V. •i 
Lemma 5.6. The members of a base 93 for the topology of a trace space are regular 
sets zfand only if; whenever B,, B, E W and Bt c BF, then B, c B, . 
Proof. Assume 93 has the given property. Let B, E 93 and let x E B:. Choose BO E $33 
such that x E B, c By. Then B: c (By)= = By. By hypothesis, therefore, B, c B,; so 
x E B,. Hence B: = B,. The converse follows from Corollary 5.5. 0 
If X is a trace space, any subspace containing X0 is dense in X, and any dense 
subspace of X is a trace space with trace X0. It follows from Lemma 5.7 that dense 
subspaces of semiregular trace spaces are semiregular. Example 5.8 shows that the 
corresponding statement for minimal spaces is false. 
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Lemma 5.7. Let Y be a dense subspace of the trace space X and U a regular open 
subset of X. Then U n Y is regular and open as a subset of Y. 
Proof. Let V be any set open in Y with the same trace as U n Y. (Note that a 
subset of Y has the same trace in Y and in X.) Say V = W n Y, where W is open 
in X. Then WC = Vu = lJ’--so WC U, by Corollary 5.5. Hence Vc U n Y; and 
the result follows from Corollary 5.4. 0 
Example 5.8. Let X be the trace space {l, 2,3,4,5,6} with the base 
{{l}, {2}, {3}, {1,2,3,4}, {1,2,3,5,6}, {2,3,6}}. Then X is minimal, but its dense 
subspace X\(6) is not. 
6. Construction for semiregular minimal grids 
Given a fenestration 8 of S, we can both determine whether the minimal [ KJ-grid 
A is semiregular and find it if it is, by constructing a pseudogrid A” on S with the 
properties (i) that A is semiregular if and only if A” is a semiregular grid, and (ii) 
that, if A” is a semiregular grid, then A” = A. 
We obtain A” by identifying two points of S if and only if, for every open 
neighbourhood of either, there exists an open neighbourhood of the other which 
intersects the same collection of windows. Clearly A” depends only on the 
equivalence class of ‘8 and is a pseudogrid with trace greg. 
We shall write r : S + A and rx : S + Ax for the natural maps. 
Lemma 6.1. Let p, qE S and r(p) = r(q). Then T”(P) = r”(q). 
Proof. Let M be an open neighbourhood of p. Then N = K’( r( M)) is an open 
neighbourhood of q intersecting every window which intersects M. Conversely, if 
N intersects the window U, then M intersects K’( r( U)) = U’ c U-; so that, since 
it is open, M intersects U. 0 
Theorem 6.2. A = Ax if and only if Ax is a lower semicontinuous decomposition of S. 
Proof. If A” is lower semicontinuous, both rr and vx are trace projections. By the 
lemma, there exists a function f: A -+ A” such that f 0 n- = 7~~. If U E ‘ii’, then 
rx( U’) = { U’}; so f is injective on A’. It follows that rx s r; and, since r is 
minimal, the projections are equal. 0 
It follows from Lemma 6.1 that if A” fails to coincide with A, it does so because 
it identifies too many points of S. We show now that this cannot happen if A is 
semiregular. 
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Let X be a trace space. For each point x E X, the collection 
{NO 1 N is an open neighbourhood of x) 
is a filter on X0 which we shall call the neighbourhood-trace jilter of x. 
Lemma 6.3. Let p, q E S and n”(p) = r”(q). Then r(p) and n(q) have the same 
neighbourhood-trace jilter in A. 
Proof. Let d belong to the neighbourhood-trace filter of r(p). Choose an open 
neighbourhood JR of T(P) such that Ju’ = ti and put G = r-‘(A). Let U E 8; then 
U intersects G if and only if r(U) = Ut E Jll; so G intersects just those windows 
whose consolidations belong to d. By hypothesis the point q has an open neighbour- 
hood H which intersects the same windows. Therefore, if U+E &, then U intersects 
H-so Ut = T(U) E m(H). Conversely, if U’ E n(H), then U+ = 6’( U’) inter- 
sects H; so-since H is open-U intersects H. Thus r(H) is an open neighbourhood 
of r(q) whose trace is &, and d belongs to the neighbourhood-trace filter of 
r(q). 0 
Lemma 6.4. In a semiregular minimal trace space, distinct points have distinct neigh- 
bourhood-trace jilters. 
Proof. Suppose x and y are points with the same neighbourhood-trace filter and 
U is an open set. If x E U, then U contains a regular open neighbourhood V of x. 
By hypothesis, y has an open neighbourhood with the same trace as V, and this-by 
Corollary 5.“must be a subset of V. Thus y E U. Similarly, if y E U, then x E U. 
Since the space is T,, it follows that x = y. 0 
Theorem 6.5. If A is semiregular, then A” = A. 
Proof. By Lemmas 6.1, 6.3 and 6.4, if A is semiregular, then r”(p) = n”(q) if and 
only if a(p) = r(q). Hence A” and A are the same decomposition. 0 
Examples 6.6. If we take 8 to be the fenestration {U, V, W} of the space 0; 
(Examples 4.9), we find that A” = A; so the fact that A” is a grid does not by itself 
imply that A is semiregular. The next example shows that neither does the fact that 
A” is semiregular. 
Let S’ be the subspace {(x, y) 11x1 G 1, IyI < l} of R2 and 8” the fenestration of S’ 
consisting of four open unit squares. Let S be the Mobius band obtained from S’ 
by identifying (-1, y) with (1, -y) for each y, and write u for the natural map of 
S’ onto S. Define 8 to be the regular fenestration {a(U) I U E ‘8’} of S. Then A” is 
a semiregular minimal trace space; but it is not a lower semicontinuous decomposi- 
tion of S, since-unlike A-it identifies the points ~(0, 0) and (~(1, 0). 
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7. Semiregular minimal trace spaces 
As already noted, every minimal trace space is T,; and every Hausdorff-but not 
every T,---trace space is minimal. Semiregularity simplifies matters. 
Lemma 7.1. Every semiregular TO trace space is minimal. 
Proof. Let X be a TO trace space and f a structural projection on X such that 
f(x) =f(y) for some x f y. If 93 is a base for the topology of X, we can choose 
BE 93 such that XE B and yr~ B, say. Now f-‘(f( B)) is open and contains y; so 
there exists C E 93 such that y E C cf-‘(f(B))-so f(C) cf(B); whence C’c BU 
(since f is injective on X”), although C @ B. It follows (by Lemma 5.6) that X is 
not semiregular. 0 
A semiregular trace space is consequently minimal if and only if it is TO. It follows 
from Lemma 5.7 and the hereditariness of the T,, property that every dense subspace 
of a semiregular minimal trace space is a semiregular minimal trace space. 
Theorem 7.2. Every dense embedding of a discrete space in a semiregular TO space is 
a semiregular minimal trace structure. 
Proof. Let e: E + X be such an embeddig and u E e(E). Choose an open set U 
such that U n e(E) = {u}. If x E U, then (since e(E) is dense) every neighbourhood 
of x must contain the point u; so U c {u}-. If there exists x E U\(u), then (since 
X is TO) there exists an open subset V of U containing u but not x, which implies 
that V # U and V c U = {u}- = VP, which in turn contradicts our ability to choose 
V to be regular (since X is semiregular). Hence U = {u}; so e is open. Minimality 
follows from Lemma 7.1. 0 
Examples 7.3. Every Hausdorff compactification of a discrete space is a semiregular 
minimal trace structure. 
Let x be a collection of filters on a set E, and write 3Z 1 A for the collection of all 
filters in X which have a given set A c E as a member. Since 3? (A n X 1 B = J 1 (A n B), 
the family {.X IA 1 A c E} is a base for a topology on X; and, equipped with this 
topology, we shall call 3Z a jilter space on E. Clearly, if .x 3 r), the topology of the 
filter space r) is the subspace topology induced on D by the topology of the filter 
space x. In particular, every filter space on E is a subspace of the space 0, of all 
filters on E, which is completely determined by the cardinality of E. (We shall 
frequently-as here-not trouble to distinguish between OE and its homeomorphs.) 
Every filter space is obviously T,,. We may note that, conversely, the neighourhood 
filters of any TO space X constitute a filter space, homeomorphic to X, on its 
underlying set. 
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Given the set E, we shall, for each A c E, write (A)E (or, when no confusion can 
arise, just (A)) for the filter {B 1 A c B c E}; so ({u}) is the principal filter at U. We 
call a filter space x on E well formed if ({ u}) E 2E for every u E E or-equivalently-if 
X is dense in 0,. 
Theorem 7.4. Every well-formedJilter space is a semiregular minimal trace space. 
Proof. Let X be a well-formed filter space on E. If u E E, then {({u})} = X 1 {u}; so 
every principal filter is an isolated point of X. Clearly {({u})l u E E} is dense in J. 
If AC E, the trace of x IA in X is the set {({u})l u E A}; and Lemma 5.6 now shows 
that x 1 A is regular. From this it follows that J is semiregular and hence (by Lemma 
7.1) minimal. 0 
Lemma 7.5. Let X be a semiregular minimal trace space with trace E. Then the function 
8 mapping each point of X to its neighbourhood-trace filter is a dense embedding of 
X in OE. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.4, 0 is injective; and since 19 maps X0 onto O”,, it is dense. To 
show that 0 is continuous, let AC E and x E 0-‘(0, IA). Then x must lie in some 
open set V with trace A; and Vc F1(OE IA). Finally, let U be open in X. To prove 
that U is the inverse image under 8 of some open set in OE, we must find-given 
any XE U-a set AC E such that (i) XE K’(OE IA) and (ii) K’(0, (A) c U. Since 
X is semiregular, U contains a regular open neighbourhood V of x. Take A to be 
V’: then (i) holds trivially. To prove (ii), let y E O-‘(OE IA): so A E e(y)-that is, 
there exists an open set W in X such that y E W and W’c A. By Corollary 5.5 this 
implies that WC Vc U; so ye U. 0 
Since every dense subspace of OE is a well-formed filter space on E, it follows 
from this lemma that a semiregular minimal trace space is homeomorphic to a 
well-formed filter space on its trace. Our next result establishes that this representa- 
tion is essentially unique. 
Lemma 7.6. Let h, k : X + Z be dense embeddings of the trace space X in the semiregular 
minimal trace space Z, satisfying h(u) = k(u) whenever u E X0. Then h = k. 
Proof. Both Y = h(X) and Y’= k(X) are trace spaces whose trace is Z’. Suppose 
h(x) = y, k(x) = y’, where y # y’. Since Z is T,, and semiregular, there exists a regular 
open set W in Z such that y E W, y’& W, say. Since (by Lemma 5.7) the set W n Y 
is regular and open in Y and h-’ : Y+ X is a homeomorphism, the set U = 
h-‘( W n Y) is regular and open in X; and so-similarly-is U’= k-‘( W n Y’). 
But, since U” = h-‘( W’) = kP’( W’) = U”, it follows from Corollary 5.5 that U = 
U’: a contradiction, for XE U\U’. !I 
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Putting 2 = OE in this lemma, we have proved: 
Theorem 7.7. Each isomorphism class of semiregular minimal trace structures on a set 
E contains one and only one embedding e of E in afilter space on E such that e(u) = ({u}) 
for each u E E. 
Examples 7.8. The subspace of 0, consisting of all ultrafilters on N is the Stone-Tech 
compactification of N. The subspace of 0, consisting of all principal filters together 
with the filter of co-finite sets on N is the space w (Examples 4.9), the one-point 
compactification of N. 
For finite sets E, the spaces OE are the grids 0, (Examples 4.9). 
8. Primitive spaces 
An Alexandrov space [ 11 is a T,, space X in which, for each x E X, the intersection 
0, of all neighbourhoods of x is an open set, called the minimal neighbourhood of 
x. If X is a trace space and we write P, = 0:) then-by Lemma 5.3-X is semiregular 
if and only if 0, = P: for each x E X. We shall call an Alexandrov semiregular (and 
hence minimal) trace space a primitive space and call the set P, in such a space the 
primitive of x. 
Let 2 be any collection of nonempty subsets of a set E and, for each AE 2, put 
ZZ’~A={CE~?[CCA}. Then {2?lAlA~2’}. IS a base for a topology on %, equipped 
with which 2 will be called a subset space on E. Clearly every subset space is 
Alexandrov; and the minimal neighbourhoods of any Alexandrov space determine 
a subset space homeomorphic to it on its underlying set. 
A collection of nonvoid subsets of E-or the subset space which it determines- 
will be called well formed if every one-point subset of E belongs to it, or- 
equivalently-if it is dense in the space pE of all nonempty subsets of E. It is clear 
that we can identify ??)E with the filter space {(A)E I@# AC E} and identify each 
well-formed subset space 22 on E with the well-formed filter space {(A)E I A E S}. 
From Theorem 7.4 it therefore follows that every well-formed subset space on E is 
a primitive space; from Lemma 7.5 that, if X is a primitive space with trace E, then 
the map taking each point to its primitive is a dense embedding of X in gE ; and 
from Theorem 7.7 that each isomorphism class of primitive (that is, Alexandrov 
semiregular trace) structures on a set E contains precisely one embedding e of E 
in a subset space on E such that e(u) = {u} for each u E E. We can thus characterize 
every primitive structure on E in one and only one way as a collection of sets in E. 
Of special interest in the category of Alexandrov spaces are those in which all 
minimal neighbourhoods are finite: that is, locally finite To spaces. Recall that, by 
Lemma 3.1, these are always trace spaces. If they are semiregular, they are con- 
sequently primitive. 
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The primitives of a locally finite space are, of course, finite; and conversely the 
primitive structure on E determined by any well-formed collection of finite subsets 
of E (in particular, by the collection of all nonempty finite subsets of E) is locally 
finite, as is clear from the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.1. A semiregular minimal trace space in which every point has a neighbour- 
hood with a jinite trace is locally jinite. 
Proof. By Theorem 7.7 we can take the space to be a filter space X. Let $6~ X. By 
hypothesis, B has some finite set A as a member. Since no finite set can belong to 
infinitely many filters on the same set, the neighbourhood .X (A of 9 is finite. 0 
Obviously, if the minimal [ 8]-grid A is a locally finite space, then 8 is a locally 
jinite collection of sets, in the usual sense that every point of S has a neighbourhood 
which intersects at most finitely many members of the collection. When A is 
semiregular, the converse holds. 
Theorem 8.2. If 8 is a locally jinite fenestration and the minimal [ SZ]-grid A is 
semiregular, then A is a 1ocallyJinite primitive space. 
Proof. Let H E A, let rr : S+ A be the natural map and let x E 6’(H). Choose a 
neighbourhood N of x which meets only finitely many members of greg. (Note that, 
if 8Z is locally finite, so is greg.) Then r(N) is a neighbourhood of H in A whose 
trace is finite; and the result follows from the lemma. 0 
Examples 8.3. For finite sets E, the spaces B E coincide with the spaces 0, (cf. 
Examples 7.8). 
We can identify the canonical grid on R” with the primitive structure on Z” 
consisting of all sets of the form P, x P2 x . . . x P,, , where each Pk is of the form {r} 
or {r, r+l}. 
If we take, as a primitive structure on Z*, the collection of all one-point sets 
{(r, s)}, all two-point sets of the form {(r, s), (rt i, s tj)}, where 0~ i,j G 1, and all 
three-point setsoftheform{(r,s),(r,s+1),(r+1,s+1)}or{(r,s),(r+1,s),(r+1, 
s + l)}, we get a space homeomorphic to the minimal Z?,,,,-grid (Examples 4.9). 
As an example (suggested by Kopperman) of a fenestration 8 of R* such that 
the minimal %-grid is primitive but not locally finite, take 8 = {U,, U,, U,, . . . }, 
where 
lJ,={(x,y)~x/(n+l)<~*+y~<x/n}, nsl. 
The subset space on R consisting of all the open intervals illustrates that “locally 
finite” cannot be weakened to “Alexandrov” in Lemma 3.1, even for semiregular 
spaces. 
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Let X be a primitive space. The interior (respectively closure) of a set Y c X is 
the set of all points whose primitives are contained in (respectively contain) the 
primitive of a point in Y; a subset of X is connected if and only if, whenever it is 
partitioned into two nonempty sets, there exists a point in one whose primitive 
contains the primitive of a point in the other; and, if A c X0, the set A+ (respectively 
A-) consists of all points in X whose primitives are contained in (respectively 
intersect) A. 
9. Connectedness 
We shall call a fenestration 8 of S connected if every member of 55’ is a connected 
set in S. Obviously this implies that greg is connected. 
Lemma 9.1. Let ‘8 be a connected fenestration of S, let A be an %-grid and let rr : S + A 
be the natural map. Let YC be an open or closed regular subset of A. Then F’(Yl) is 
connected if and only if YC is connected. 
Proof. Suppose ~~‘(3%) = P, u Pz, where P, and P2 are disjoint, nonempty and 
either both open or both closed, according as 7’ is open or closed; and suppose 
there exist p, E P,, p2 E P2 such that r( p,) = T( p2) = H. Since S\P, is a neighbour- 
hood of p, (i #j) and rr is open, the set r(S\P,) n QT(S\PJ is a neighbourhood of 
H and consequently (since 7’ is regular and 55 is dense in A) has some window U 
in 7C as one of its members. Hence U is a subset of P, u Pz which intersects both 
S\P, and S\ P2, contradicting its connectedness. Both P, and Pz, therefore, are 
unions of fibres of V, and it follows that YC is the union of two open or two closed 
disjoint nonempty sets. 
The converse is trivial. 0 
Let X be a trace space and C = X0. We shall call C (+)-connected (respectively 
(-)-connected) if its consolidation C+ (respectively its closure C ) is connected 
in X. Clearly every (+)-connected set is (-)-connected. 
Theorem 9.2. Let g be a connected fenestration of S and A be an E-grid. Then a 
reconstructed open (respectively closed) subject is connected in S if and only if its 
digital image in 8 is a (+)-connected (respectively (-)-connected) set in A. 
Proof. If +‘Z c Z5, then %” and V are regular subsets of A. The result follows from 
Lemma 9.1 and Theorem 2.3. Cl 
Corollary 9.3. Whether or not a subset of a fenestration ZY is (+)-connected (or 
(-)-connected) in an E-grid A does not depend on the choice of A. 
Proof. If (i) 8 is connected, the result follows at once from the theorem. If [ii) 8 
is not connected, let A’ be the trivial g-grid, let r: S + A and rT: S + AT be the 
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natural maps, and let f be the structural projection which satisfies fo rT = 7~. Now 
write @ for the connected fenestration {{ W}( WE E} of AT, identify A with the 
E-grid AT/f and apply (i). 0 
If X is a primitive trace space and AC Xc, then A is (+)- (respectively (-)-) 
connected if and only if, whenever A is partitioned into two nonempty subsets, 
there exists a primitive contained in A (respectively there exists a primitive) which 
intersects both. In particular, the set {a, b} c X0 is (+)- (respectively (-)-) connected 
if and only if {a, 6) is (respectively is contained in) a primitive. 
Lemma 9.4. In a primitive space every (-)-connected set is (+)-connected tf and only 
if every two-point subset of a primitive is itself a primitive. 
Proof. Clear from the preceding remarks. 0 
Examples 9.5. Since the interior of any closed connected set in [w is connected, all 
connected fenestrations of R or of an interval in [w (such as the canonical and Cantor 
fenestrations) have the property that every (-)-connected subset is (+)-connected. 
That the fenestration ZYhex of R2 (Examples 4.9) also has this property follows from 
the lemma and the observations in Examples 8.3. 
In the subset space A4 = {{n} 1 n EN}u{N} on the set RJ every subset of Mu is 
(-)-connected; but no proper subset of M’ containing more than one point is 
(+)-connected. 
Lemma 9.6. The union of a family of subsets of Xc in a trace space X is (+)-connected 
(respectively (-)-connected) zfthe union of their consolidations (respectively closures) 
is connected. 
Proof. Observe that, if Ai c X0 for each i in some index set, then U (Ai’) c 
(IJ A,)+c (IJ A’)) and l.~ (AL) = (U A,)-= (U AT. 0 
Let X be a trace space. A set AC X0 is (+)-linked (respectively (-)-linked) if 
there exists, for every pair of points a, b E A, a finite sequence a = a,, a,, . . . , ak = b 
in A such that {a,_i, ai} is (+)-connected (respectively (-)-connected) for each i. 
It follows from the lemma that all (+)-linked sets are (+)-connected and all 
(-)-linked sets are (-)-connected. Both converses are false. 
Examples 9.7. The trace of the space Oj of Examples 4.9 is (+)-connected but not 
(+)-linked, for it has no (+)-connected two-point subsets. The trace of the Cantor 
grid (Examples 2.2) is (-)-connected but not (-)-linked, for it has no (-)-connected 
two-point subsets. 
Lemma 9.8. If X is a primitive space, every (-)-connected subset of X0 is (-)-linked. 
If; moreover, every primitive is (+)-linked, then every (+)-connected subset of Xc is 
(+)-linked. 
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Proof. Let A be a (-)-connected subset of X0; let A, be a maximal (-)-linked 
subset of A; and suppose A, # A. Then some primitive P, of X intersects both A, 
and A\A,. Choose U E P, n A\A,; then A, u { U} is (-)-linked, contradicting the 
maximality of A,. 
Next, let B be a (+)-connected subset of Xc, let B, be a maximal (+)-linked 
subset of B and suppose B, # B. Then some primitive Py c B intersects both B, and 
B\B,. If Pv is (+)-linked, so is B, u P,,, contradicting the maximality of B, 0 
Examples 9.9. Let U, V be unit n-cubes belonging to the canonical fenestration %‘,, 
of Iw”. The set {U, V} is (+)-connected if the cubes U and V have an (n - l)-face 
in common (where “O-face” means “vertex”); it is (-)-connected if they have any 
face in common. The observation that for each cube in %‘n there are 2n others with 
which it shares an (n - 1)-face and 3” - 1 others with which it shares some face 
explains the terms “2wconnected” and “(3” - I)-connected” used by Rosenfeld 
[13-151 for (respectively) the (+)-linked and the (-)-linked subsets of 8,. But all 
primitives in the canonical grid on [w” are (+)-linked; so-by Lemma 9.8-a subset 
of 8, is (2n)- or (3” -1)-connected if and only if it is respectively (+)- or (-)- 
connected. 
10. Components 
Let C c Xc in the trace space X, let u E C, and let C, be the union of all the 
(+)-connected subsets of C which contain the point U. By Lemma 9.6, the sets C, 
partition C into maximal (+)-connected subsets, which we can call its (+)- 
components; and we define the (-)-components C” analogously. 
Suppose ‘8 is a connected regular fenestration of S and the minimal %-grid A is 
semiregular. Given an open subject P reconstructed from a digital image d in 8, 
it is reasonable to expect that there exist natural one-to-one correspondences between 
the (+)-components of & the components of &+ = v(P) in A (where 7r: S+ A is 
the natural map) and the components of P itself. As it stands, neither this expectation 
nor its counterpart for closed subjects is justified; but both are correct when A is 
primitive. 
Example 10.1. Let S be the union of all sets of the form U, = ](n + l))‘, n-‘[ x R 
or Qn = {(0, n)} (n = 1,2,. . . ), considered as a subspace of [w*, and let ‘8 be the 
regular fenestration { U, , U,, . . .}. The space S is both the open and the closed 
subject reconstructed from the digital image g in 8: its components are the sets U,, 
and Q,,. The minimal grid g u { Q1 u Q2 u . . . } is homeomorphic to w (Examples 
4.9) and totally disconnected. The one-point sets {U,,} are both the (+)- and the 
(-)-components of 8. 
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Lemma 10.2. If C c X0, where X is a primitive space, the components of Ci and C- 
are respectively the consolidations of the (+)-components and the closures of the 
(-)-components of C. 
Proof. Let x E C+. Then 0, c Cf; so P, = 0, n X0 = 0, n C. Now P: = Ox, which 
is connected; so P, = C, for some u E C: whence Pz c C:. Thus the sets C: cover 
C+; and it follows that each component K of Cf is the union of the consolidations 
of some family %’ of (+)-components of C. But by Lemma 9.6 this implies that the 
union of % is (+)-connected: which means that QZ has only one member. Thus 
K=C:forsomeuEC;andsoC,=K’. 
Ify~C-andv~O~nC,theny~{v}-~(C”)-;sothesets(C”)-coverC-.The 
rest of the proof proceeds as before. 0 
Theorem 10.3. Let 8 be a connected regular fenestration of S such that the minimal 
E-grid A is primitive. Let % be a subset of 2?, and let 0 be the open (respectively closed) 
subject reconstructed from the digital image (e. Then the components of 0 are the open 
(respectively closed) subjects reconstructed from the (+)-components (respectively 
(-)-components) of (e. They are also the inverse images, with respect to the natural 
map S+ A, of the components of the set %’ (respectively F) in A. 
Proof. By the lemma, the components of %‘+ are regular open and the components 
of %‘- are regular closed sets, making the second statement an immediate con- 
sequence of Theorem 9.2; and the first follows from the second, using the lemma 
and Theorem 2.3. 0 
11. Topology of the components 
Throughout this section, let ZS be a regular fenestration of S such that the minimal 
g-grid A is primitive; and let V: S + A be the natural map. 
Under the assumption that 8 is connected, Theorem 10.3 has established a 
correspondence between the components of a reconstructed subject and the com- 
ponents of the consolidation or closure of its digital image in 5%‘. Under a stronger 
assumption, corresponding components have the same homotopy groups. 
A map X+ Y is called a weak homotopy equivalence if it induces a one-to-one 
correspondence between the path components of X and Y and if, for each x E X 
and n 2 1, the induced map rr,, (X, x) + v,,( Y, f(x)) is an isomorphism. By the 
Whitehead theorem, if such a map exists, corresponding path components of X and 
Y have isomorphic singular homology groups. 
We cite without proof an immediate corollary of [ 12, Theorem 61, which in turn 
is a corollary of [2, Theorem 2.21. 
Lemma 11.1 (Dold-Thorn-McCord). Let f: N + M be a continuous surjection. If M 
has an open cover 021 such that the intersection of any two members of 011 is a union of 
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members of % and that, for each U E 011, both U and f -‘( U) are contractible, then f 
is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Lemma 11.2. Every minimal neighbourhood in an Alexandrov space is contractible. 
Proof [12]. Define a homotopy H : 0, x [0, l] + 0, by putting H(x, t) =x (t # 0) 
and H(x,O)=z. 0 
Lemma 11.3. Let f be a continuous map onto an Alexandrov space such that f -'( U) 
is contractible for every minimal neighbourhood U. Then f is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. Clear. Cl 
If H E A, we shall call the subspace St H = Y1( 0,) of S an g-star. By a partial 
‘Z-star we shall mean any space of the form St H\U {St K 1 K E Yl}, where HE A 
and Y~c OH\{ H}. In particular, every member of ?Z is an g-star and every g-star 
is a partial g-star. 
Theorem 11.4, If every %-star (respectively partial g-star) is contractible, the restriction 
of n to any reconstructed open (respectively closed) subject in S is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. Let &, $Y3 c 8 and P= Y’(zzI’+), Q = K’(B3-). We apply Lemma 11.3 to the 
restrictions v 1 P and V) Q. The minimal neighbourhood in &‘+ of an element H E dcPt 
is its minimal neighbourhood OH in A; so its inverse image is an g-star. The minimal 
neighbourhood in % of an element H E 6% is the set 0, n A-. This has the form 
O,\U {OK 1 K E Yt}, for some YCc OH\{ H}, and its inverse image is a partial 
g-star. q 
Corollary 11.5. If every g-star (respectively partial g-star) is contractible, the com- 
ponents of any open (respectively closed) reconstructed subject are its path components. 
Proof. Assume every %-star is contractible. By the theorem (and in the notation of 
its proof), m maps each path component of P onto a distinct path component of 
d+. But &+ is locally path connected (Lemma 11.2); so each of its components is 
a path component, and the same must therefore be true of P The analogous argument 
applies to Q and s3-. 0 
If, in order to apply Theorem 11.4, we need to compute, for example, the homology 
groups of a subspace X of A, it is convenient to construct what Kong and Khalimsky 
[9] have called the polyhedral analogue IK(X)l of X. 
If X is any Alexandrov space, we define K(X) as the simplicial complex whose 
vertices are the points of X and whose simplexes are those finite subsets of X which 
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are linearly ordered by the partial ordering i obtained by putting 
Then [K(X)/ is defined to be the polyhedron of K(X) with the weak topology. 
The following result is due to McCord. A proof, assuming each vertex of K(X) 
to belong to only finitely many simplexes, which does not use Lemma 11.1 has been 
given by Kong and Khalimsky [9]. 
Theorem 11.6. Zf X is Alexandrov, there exists a weak homotopy equivalence from 
[K(X)1 to x. 
Proof [12]. Let f: IK(X)l+X be the surjection which maps each point of the 
polyhedron to the smallest vertex (with respect to <) of the open simplex of K(X) 
to which that point belongs. If x E X, then f -‘( 0,) is the regular neighbourhood 
(in the simplicial-complex sense) of IK(O.,)l in (K(X)(. This is open, so f is 
continuous. But, since K (0,) is a full subcomplex of K(X), the polyhedron (K ( Ox)1 
is a deformation retract of its regular neighbourhood, so it suffices (by Lemma 11.3) 
to prove that IK(O,)( . 1s contractible; and this follows from the observation that 
K(0,) is the cone at x over K(O,\{x}). q 
Examples 11.7. If 8 is the canonical fenestration of R” or the fenestration ghex of 
R2 (Examples 4.9), every partial %-star is contractible. 
Let A be the minimal %-grid, where 2Y is the regular fenestration {U, V} of the 
subspace S of R2, defined by using one of the following four alternative definitions: 
(i) S=iR’, U={(x,y)Ix>O}, V=S\U-. 
(ii) S={(x, y)/x2+y2 $4}, U={(x,y)~(x-1)*+y2<1}, v=s\lJ-. 
(iii) S={(x,y)~x2+y2=1}, U=Sn{(x,y)lx>O}, V=S\U-. 
(iv) U={(x,sinx-‘)(x>O}, V={(x,sin~~‘)lx<O},S= U-u V-. 
In each case A is homeomorphic to 0,. Every partial %-star is contractible using 
definition (i), but not using (ii); and every %-star is contractible using (ii), but not 
using (iii) or (iv). The consolidation or closure of any digital image in 8 is a 
contractible subspace of the grid: its polyhedral analogue is either a point or an 
arc. Correspondingly, using definition (i), all reconstructed subjects are contractible. 
Using (ii), the same is true of all open reconstructions, but not of the closed subject 
reconstructed from the digital image {V}. Using (iii), the open and closed subject 
S reconstructed from {U, V} is not simply connected; while, using (iv), it is not 
even path connected. 
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